
 

What to Consider When Buying Gold Rings
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Not all gold looking rings are made of real gold. So, when buying a gold ring, it is
important to know the ins and outs of gold jewelry.

(Newswire.net -- October 28, 2017) -- Gold rings have been the favored ring for wedding
ceremonies and nothing can be more wonderful for brides to be than be offered such a gift
as this by their respective grooms. But not all gold looking rings are really made of real
gold. So, when buying, it would be important to know the ins and outs of gold jewellery.

Gold can either be 24, 18 or 14 karat. These three numbers are the standards used in various countries. The purest of
all has 24-karat value and it consists of around 100% of gold. 24-karat gold has been the standard pure gold worldwide
and was recently reduced to 14K for gold to be of high standard. Anything that is lower than 14K is considered of sub-
standard value and may not be as valuable as other gold rings with higher karat value.

24-karat gold is the highest priced of all gold, as would be expected as it is the finest. Pricing is set on per gram of gold
basis. You can buy gold rings with price as per your choice of karatage and design from the variety of designs
available online. The standard rule when evaluating prices is that the higher the weight, the more expensive the gold
is.

The standard of procedures when buying pieces is the fact that all items of such purity must be hallmarked. The karat
value must be clearly known to buying customers. This is done using a stamped marking of the karat the gold ring
contains. If you are buying an item with no hallmark, the chances are that item is not authentic and might be unreal.
You can even get silver toe rings from online jewellery stores.

Another thing to look out for gold rings is their color. Generally, they are colored yellow. It only changes color when
mixed with other precious metals. Traditionally, yellow colored gold rings are the most popular. But today, the white
gold variants are becoming popular and as expensive as well. Some of them also come in three colors for example, a
blend of yellow, rose and white or green gold. For wedding or engagement rings though, the yellow colored variety are
still the preferred kind.

Be it for a wedding or engagement, buying a gold ring should be done cautiously. One is not buying just a piece of
ornament. Fineries such as these are precious jewelries that should last a lifetime and one can only make this piece of
jewellery last a lifetime if one is buying the genuine and real type. There are many jewellery shops universal which sell
authentic jewellery ornaments. To save time, a better alternative might be to shop around the internet although this
gives a less personal approach. Online jewellery shopping may offer a safer option way of shopping for gold rings and
other jewellery. It is easier to look through their catalog and the transactions are processed faster than buying in actual
stores.
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